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Thanks to digital direct printing, a design team is expanding its modular service catalogue into fine art
printing, packaging design and advertising technology. They place high demands on their own work.
The team ties together a variety of disciplines, as well as weaving-in the individuality of each customer.
more possibilities. Later on, swissQprint
introduced the nine picolitre droplet as an
option for fine art applications. ASSOZIATION seized on this possibility, too.

Fully equipped
The Impala UV printer currently stands
fully equipped. With the board option, it
prints oversized formats up to 2.5 × 4
metres. For comparison: the print bed
measures 2.5 × 1.6 metres. The roll to roll
option allows printing on flexible continuous media. The machine can also do
tandem printing. This means that the
operator loads substrates onto the rear
half while the printer is at work on the front
half of the print bed. The instant it has
finished printing on the front, it goes to
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Emotional elements
Emotions guide philosophy and activity at
ASSOZIATION. ”Buying the Impala was,
ultimately, a gut decision”, says Bergmann.
Emotion also characterises attitudes to
clientele and projects. Bergmann sees
personal relationships with customers as a
clear competitive advantage in a crowded
market. In this context, he is respectful
regarding growth. He wants his business
to stay as compact and agile as possible.
Packaging prototyping is a new field of business opened up by the Impala large format printer.
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